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BREW FLOORS FLOORING KITS WARRANTY 3-YEARS
Brew Floors shall warrant its Brew Floors Flooring Kit Systems (Brew Floors I, II, III, IV, UltraFast) for 3-years for the
purchaser for that location from its shipment arrival date, proving its application has been in accordance with Brew
Floors’s application instructions and procedures and that the warranty registration is completed within 10 days of product
arrival date. This warranty shall cover BrewFloors’s coating against manufacturing defects, peeling, or blistering for a
period of 3-years, providing the application is in accordance with Brew Floors’s preparation and application procedures.

The customer agrees that Brew Floors exclusive remedy and the entire liability of Brew Floors concerning specified
coatings are set forth in this agreement. Brew Floors shall not be liable to the customer for any damages, including lost
profits or other incidental damages arising out of its use of the floor coating or the breach of said warranty. BrewFloors
shall not be responsible for any labor or labor-related charges and specifically warrants that our only liability is the
replacement product for the affected area. Brew Floor Flooring System’s warranty shall be limited to replacement of a
complete like quantity of original purchased materials or at its option, credit towards another Brew Floors Product.

Warranty claims for failures within 14 days of application must supply batch numbers from tops of containers from epoxy
A & B Components for warranty consideration. This warranty shall be governed by the laws of NJ and any actions or
litigation thereof shall be filed and conducted within the state of NJ. The warranty does not include the cost of labor or
shipping charges. The warranty is limited to a total replacement quantity not to exceed the original purchase amount.

BrewFloors, at its request, may require surface, moisture or concrete testing to be performed at the purchaser’s expense
and for the providing of photographs or other documentation, including proof of purchase.

CONDITIONS NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY
● Failures from hydrostatic pressure (moisture under the concrete) which can cause blistering, peeling, bubbling, and

softening.
● Failure from adhesion loss to another previously coated or sealed surface.
● Oils, contaminants, tire shine products and other subsurface conditions.
● Acids, salts, or alkalis present in the floor
● Deficient concrete (loose, or breaking up, or spalled concrete) with reduced adhesion characteristics or deficiencies
● Custom fleck colors or mixes from our standard offerings.
● Application problems due to uneven concrete, porous concrete, and inconsistent concrete absorption rates
● Wear Resistance
● Conditions that affect appearances, such as gloss loss or tire marking/stains
● Applications with chemicals, solvents, fuels, oils, or salts present
● Yellowing or discoloration

This warranty is non-transferable.


